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• Largest coastal metro in South Africa in terms of sea frontage:
– 307km (including Table Mountain National Park)

• Cape Town’s coastline is one its most important socio-
economic and environmental assets

• Central to Cape Town’s identity, sense of place and global 
attractiveness

• Cape Town’s coastline contributes approximately R40 billion 
per annum to our local economy that is ±10.7% of the Gross 
Domestic Product (Urban-Econ, 2017).

• Cape Town’s coastline offers significant potential for 
economic growth and livelihood upliftment

• A well managed coastline is critical in the development of a 
coastal city that is resilient to the impact of climate change



A                         SEARCH FOR “CAPE TOWN”?
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We live in the Anthropocene: an age where human 

activity is the dominant influence on the climate 
and environment  
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Urban development in 

Cape Town

From a coastal perspective 

Approximately 75% of Cape 

Town’s coastline (excluding 

Table Mountain National Park) 

is developed within 100m of 

the high-water mark – a crude 

proxy for exposure to coastal 

risk 



What does this mean from a Coastal Spatial Planning 

perspective? 

The coastal space is a nexus where various human activities, despite  

taking place across varying temporal and spatial scales, converge 

upon, and impact on the coast as the transitional space between land 

and sea masses  

Activities occurring across different spatial and temporal scales may 

coalesce to compound coastal risk and vulnerability 
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Case examples of how human induced impacts 

may coalesce to compound coastal risk and 

vulnerability 



The case of Milnerton: multiple factors compounding 

coastal erosion   
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The case of Milnerton: coalescence of multiple factors 
leading to coastal erosion   

?



The Plan

60km
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Ilelgal sand mining 
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Source: eNCA
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(Theron et al., 
2008)



The case of Big Bay: not what it appears to be 
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Research undertaken by PRDW commissioned by the City 

revealed the unexpected: coastal erosion at Big Bay attributed to 
weaker cold fronts 

(Luger and 
Hugo, 2019)
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Seasonal sediment transport in a balanced year: 2002-2003 

(Luger et 
al., 2019)
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Seasonal sediment transport in an erosion year: 2015-2016 

(Luger et 
al., 2019)



Erosion at Big Bay continued
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(Luger and Hugo 2019)
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Is this erosion 

trend attributed 

to frontal systems 

shifting poleward 

due to climate 

change? 



Planning for coastal risk and vulnerability: City of Cape 

Town’s Coastal Edge/draft Coastal Management Line 



Key principles in planning for coastal risk and vulnerability 

• Necessary to adopt a systems orientated approach to Coastal Spatial 
Planning initiatives  

• Plan for uncertainty: where possible adopt interventions that enable 
‘option retention’ as opposed to hard engineering structures that have 
the potential to ‘lock in’ undesirable and irreversible scenarios 

• Trans-disciplinary approaches are critical in respect of planning for 
coastal risk and vulnerability 

• Process: legitimate stakeholder engagement over meaningful periods of 
time 

• Understanding and sensitivity of socio-political contexts  

• The principal of restorative justice is critical in developing and 
implementing Coastal Spatial Planning initiatives 
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A systems and trans-disciplinary orientated approach to 

determining the City’s Coastal Edge/draft CML 
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Inclusion of the 

City’s biodiversity 
network and 

coastal ‘green 

belts’ within the 

CML



Coastal ‘green belts’ included 

within the Coastal Edge/CML  
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Storm surges and sea-level rise modelling  
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Restorative justice 
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Nodal development 
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Coastal dynamic processes  
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Dune systems   



Striving towards systematic and consistent decision making 

in respect planning decisions along the coast   

• Coastal Edge embedded in the City’s Spatial Development 
Framework (2012)

• CT:MSDF approved in terms of the Spatial Planning and Land Use 
Management Act

• Municipal Planning By-law provides the regulatory framework for the 
CTMSDF

• CT:MSDF contains a number of development directives applied in 
land use and building plan applications as it relates coastal 
development applications

• Development directives contained in the CTMSDF focus on the 
following aspects 
– The need to build resilience  
– Promote risk averse decision making 
– Protect POS and CPP 
– Enhance the recreational and amenity value of the coast 
– Optimise socio-economic and environmental value of the coast

• Provides a formal, structured and legal framework from which to 
achieve coastal planning principles for the City 

• Next step: formalise the Coastal Edge as the Coastal Management 
Line in terms of Integrated Coastal Management Act 
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Best practice prescripts of planned retreat in 

response to coastal risk and vulnerability?  
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Innovative funding mechanisms required 

• Biggest single obstruction to climate change adaptation: budget constraints 

and/or absence of innovative finance mechanisms   

• Most sustainable risk averse option: planned retreat – opportunity to engage 

with DEFF on Green Climate Fund and climate financing as a ‘pilot study’?

• Do nothing: lose lose scenario and transfer of risk to the general public 

• Innovative funding mechanisms required as without such funding, ‘do nothing’ 

approach will prevail 
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Thank You

Darryl.Colenbrander@capetown.gov.za


